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Child’s Perspective: 
I learn by trying to do things myself.  

Sometimes I get overwhelmed and fall apart.  

 
Parent Perk:  

Parents support their children’s development 
when they: 

 Understand and empathize with their       
children’s perspectives on given situations 
and use that  understanding to sensitively   
respond 

 Reflect on how their words and actions influ-
ence their children’s perceptions and          
behaviors 

 Minnesota Parent Education Core Curriculum Framework, 2011 

What we did at school: 
Books 
Fun with Shadows, by DK Press 
What Makes a Shadow, by Clyde Robert Bulla 
Day Light, Night Light by Franklyn Branley 
 
Art 
Bouquet of flowers: funky brushes or use your 
hands! 
Easel: Paint with a helmet on your head! 
 
Fine Motor Activities 
Sensory table: Rock salt & vehicles (recipe below!) 
Squishy bags 
Popping bubble wrap 
Stringing beads 
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Math & Science Activities 
Shadow match groundhogs to their shadows 
Geo shape blocks 
Flashlights & stick puppets 
Color paddles 

Tame those Tantrums! Light & Shadow 

Songs 
Shadow, Shadow (tune: "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star") 
Shadow, shadow, you are fun. 
I see you when there’s light or sun. 
Long in the morning and afternoon, 
Short in the middle of the day at noon. 
Shadow, shadow, is that you? 
When it’s dark, oh, where are you? 
  
Shadow, shadow, you are fun. 
I like to see you jump and run. 
You follow me wherever I go, 
On the grass or in the snow. 
Shadow, shadow, who are you? 
I would like to play with you. 
 
Shadow Dancing (tune: "Skip to My Lou" 
Dance, dance, just like me, 
Dance, dance, just like me, 
Dance, dance, just like me, 
Little shadow, just like me! 
  
(Raise your hand, Kick your foot, Bend way down, Flap 
your arms, etc.) 

Recipe for Colored Rock Salt 
1. Pour 1/2 cup rock salt in a bag with a few drops 

food coloring. 
2.Close bag and mix until all salt is colored. 
3. Spread out on wax paper to dry. 
4.Repeat for other colors. 
5.Pour into a plastic storage container with a lid 

for easy play and clean-up!  



Limited Understanding +  

Limited Verbal Ability + Frustration = TANTRUMS 

Your child isn't giving you a hard time. 

Your child is having a hard time.  

How can I Survive the Temper Tantrums? 

It’s important to remember that temper tantrums are common and expected behavior for young children. Young chil-

dren are very capable of feeling anger, but unable intellectually to understand what is really happening.  

 

What Can a Parent Do?  

 When young children lose control, they need an adult to help them regain control of their behavior. Parents 

should first work toward preventing the child from hurting himself and others. Remember that each child is dif-

ferent; what works for one child may  have no effect on another. Here, as in all aspects of child rearing, there is 

no magic formula. There are, however some guidelines.  

 Don’t give in.. Try to remain calm... Don’t try to reason with your child until she has calmed down. Although it 

may be easier, do not give in to temper tantrums! If you do, your child will learn to associate this behavior with 

getting her own way. Once a parent stops reinforcing the tantrum behavior (by giving in), there will be no gain 

on the child’s part. 

 Temper tantrums have been described as emotional blackmail done in the presence of an audience for the pur-

pose of gaining a desired goal.  

 When possible, try to ignore the tantrum. Pick up  the child calmly, tell him quietly that you do not  approve of 

his behavior, and put him in his room,  telling him he will stay there until he feels better. With no audience, he 

has less incentive to cry, kick, and scream. 

 If you can’t remove yourself physically from the situation or think it wouldn’t be safe or appropriate to do so, 

tell your child “I will stay right here with you until you feel better.” Then attempt to remove yourself psycholog-

ically by not reacting to her  behavior. 

 Try to remain calm. Although this is easier said than done, shaking, spanking, or screaming at your child only 

brings parents down to the child’s level. 

 Don’t try to reason with a child having a tantrum. It’s not effective, and will only frustrate you. Wait until your 

child calms down before talking to her. 

 After the tantrum has subsided, offer comfort. Tantrums can be traumatic experiences for young children and 

they need reassurance from caring adults. 

 

Can Tantrums Be Prevented? 

No. Children must pass through this stage in order to learn how to handle their emotions in the future.  However, an 

alert parent can sometimes anticipate a tantrum and head it off. If you know dinner will be late, offer your child a 

snack to tide her over. If your child has had a very stimulating afternoon, a bath before supper may relax her. If she 

has difficulty changing activities, give her a warning and mention the appealing aspect of what is ahead. For exam-

ple, “Let’s pick out a book to read” is more appealing than “Let’s get ready for bed now.” If your child has tested 

your patience most of the morning, try to limit your negative responses to those which matter the most. Coping with 

temper tantrums may be the most challenging aspect of parenting at this stage of a child’s development. Remember, 

though, that it is a tough time for your child as well. By trying to understand this behavior and not overreacting, you 

can help your child through this unsettling phase with as little trauma as possible. 
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